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Research Report: States with
Broadband Funding Program

Have Better Access
State broadband policies make a diference, a new report says. In particular,

residents of states that have their own broadband funding programs did

better. And in states that restrict municipal broadband, residents fared worse.

by Roberto Gallardo, Brian Whitacre and Kathryn de Wit
September 1, 2020
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Working on a line used to provide broadband internet service in
a rural area of Stowe, Vermont, in late July 2020 (AP
Photo/Wilson Ring)

As the current public health emergency has shown,

adequate and afordable broadband infrastructure

is critical for communities and individuals trying to

fully participate in this evolving digital age. Over the

past several years, state governments have taken a

more active role—launching state broadband ofces,

broadband grant infrastructure programs, and/or

implementing specifc regulatory policies—in the

construction of these broadband networks. 

Recent studies have found that broadband matters

for jobs, income, business relocation, civic

engagement, and health among other things. What

has not been understood, however, is whether state-

level policies actually infuence the availability of 25

Megabits per second download and 3 Mbps upload

(25/3) service, fber availability, or more homes

having access to two or more 25/3 providers. 

New research (Brian Whitacre, PhD, from

Oklahoma State University and Dr. Roberto

Gallardo, PhD, from Purdue University) looked at

the impact state policies had on the availability of

25/3 networks, fber, and access to two or more

25/3 providers during a seven-year period (2012-

2018).  

https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/s00168-014-0637-x
https://academic.oup.com/ajae/article/99/1/285/2452343
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/15575330.2016.1212910
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/15575330.2016.1212910
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/31108509/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0308596120301178
http://agecon.okstate.edu/faculty/profile.asp?id=brian.whitacre&type=faculty
https://www.pcrd.purdue.edu/about-us/our-team/roberto-gallardo.php
https://www.pcrd.purdue.edu/about-us/our-team/roberto-gallardo.php
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We focused on three key policies: availability of

state-level funding, existence of a state-level

broadband ofce or task force with full-time

employees, and restrictions on

municipal/cooperative broadband provision. These

policies were notoriously difcult to gather across

all states but recently, The Pew Charitable Trusts

compiled a database on multiple state-level

broadband policies. We contacted members of the

State Broadband Leader’s Network to further

corroborate the existence and accuracy of these

policies.  

State-level interest in broadband policy increased

dramatically over the time period of analysis.

Other variables known to afect broadband

deployment were also included in the analysis, such

https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/data-visualizations/2019/state-broadband-policy-explorer
https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/data-visualizations/2019/state-broadband-policy-explorer
https://broadbandusa.ntia.doc.gov/ntia-resources/state-broadband-leaders-network-sbln
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as population density, income, poverty, educational

attainment, and land topography. In addition, two

variables capturing political ideology were utilized

under the assumption that more conservative

residents and legislatures are less likely to support a

broadband ofce or funding eforts and more likely

to impose municipal restrictions. 

After taking into account political ideology and

factors known to afect broadband deployment (as

well as the overall upward trend in access), the

results show that counties in states with municipal

broadband restrictions had lower 25/3 availability.

Alternatively, counties in states with their own

broadband funding programs had higher 25/3 and

fber availability. State broadband ofces did not

infuence 25/3 or fber availability, but did matter

for increased competition (percent homes with

access to two or more 25/3 providers). 

When looking only at rural areas, we found that

municipal restrictions led to lower levels of 25/3

and fber availability; and that state broadband

funding programs resulted in higher levels of 25/3,

fber, and two or more 25/3 providers in rural areas.

On the other hand, having a state broadband ofce

beneftted rural areas with higher fber availability

but did not afect more competition or 25/3

availability. 
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The table below summarizes the fndings focusing

on the specifc state policies analyzed.

Do these state
broadband policies
matter?

State
broadband
ofce

State
broadband
funding

Municipal
network
restrictions

Overall

25/3 availability
Yes
(higher)

Yes (lower)

Fiber availability
Yes
(higher)

Two or more 25/3
providers

Yes
(higher)

Rural

25/3 availability
Yes
(higher)

Yes (lower)

Fiber availability
Yes
(higher)

Yes
(higher)

Yes (lower)

Two or more 25/3
providers

Yes
(higher)

What does all this mean? After taking into account

other variables that afect broadband deployment,

state broadband policies do matter.

However, diferent policies afect specifc

broadband-related outcomes and areas diferently.

For example, state broadband funding benefts rural
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areas across all broadband outcomes discussed

(25/3 and fber availability as well as competition).

Moreover, when combining state policies, the

impact is greater. Our research quantifes this

afect:  if a state started a funding program and

repealed existing municipal restrictions, a typical

rural area would experience a 5-percentage point

increase in availability. 

While the analysis did not take into account federal

investments—such as the Federal Communications

Commission (FCC) Connect America Fund and

USDA’s broadband-related programs—our work

shows that there were no diferences in these

awards to states with / without diferent policies.  It

is important to note, however, that the availability

metrics come from data widely recognized as

fawed, and that this is a limitation of the analysis.

But if the data quality has been improving over

time, it would actually understate the policy impacts

found.   

At the end of the day, state broadband policies are

having a measurable impact on broadband

availability. The Pew Charitable Trusts has some

great case studies of what states are doing and

highlights of recent changes in state approaches.

However, more work to reduce the digital divide

remains as more states implement similar policies.

For example, in 2019 – immediately after the period

https://broadbandnow.com/research/fcc-underestimates-unserved-by-50-percent
https://broadbandnow.com/research/fcc-underestimates-unserved-by-50-percent
https://www.pewtrusts.org/-/media/assets/2020/03/broadband_report0320_final.pdf
https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/articles/2020/04/23/progress-made-by-states-in-2019-is-key-to-increasing-broadband
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of analysis – seven more states set up their own

broadband funding structures and fve reduced

restrictions on broadband provision. Ideally, state

policies could be augmented by being able to not

only leverage federal funds (most states exclude

funding areas that have received federal funds) but

also align with a (currently nonexistent) updated

federal broadband plan. State budgets are already

sufering from the pandemic and will continue to do

so for the near future. Subsequently, discussions

about how to best maximize public funds to

increase broadband connectivity will become even

more important.  

Finally, Americans need more than a connection to

thrive in today’s digital age: they need a connection

that is afordable and adequate, access to reliable

and afordable devices, and to possess more than

basic digital literacy skills. Although states are

taking important steps forward to increase

connectivity, the long-term impact of these

investments would be further enhanced by

addressing those issues of afordability, devices, and

skills. In other words, states need to address these

issues to become digitally inclusive. 

Roberto Gallardo is the director of the Purdue

Center for Regional Development and Brian

Whitacre is a Sarkeys Distinguished Professor at

Oklahoma State University, respectively. Kathryn

https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/articles/2020/04/23/progress-made-by-states-in-2019-is-key-to-increasing-broadband
https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/articles/2020/04/23/progress-made-by-states-in-2019-is-key-to-increasing-broadband
https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/research-and-analysis/articles/2020/04/23/progress-made-by-states-in-2019-is-key-to-increasing-broadband
https://www.pewtrusts.org/en/about/experts/kathryn-de-wit
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de Wit manages the broadband research initiative at

the Pew Charitable Trusts. 
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